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INTRODUCTION
The Long-Term Care Revolution is a new initiative by the Technology Strategy Board, whose role is to drive
innovation and stimulate UK economic growth and wealth creation.
Launched on the 12th March 2013 at the Technology Strategy Boards ‘Innovate UK’ event, it is about
radically rethinking current models of long-term care and dependency and creating new and desirable
alternatives leading to structural and economic change for the future. It is not about reforming what exists,
but about constructing something new between now and 2040.
The goal is to ensure that we can all approach later life with confidence, secure in the knowledge that a wide
range of affordable and dignified options exists, offering us a continuum of support that will help us live as we
choose and sustain our social and family contacts as capabilities change.
The aim is to create diverse, vibrant and cutting-edge services addressing the lifestyle needs and wishes of
dependent individuals, their carers, and families and delivering improved quality of life.
The intention is to eventually replace what exists with a dynamic market for sustainable and affordable
solutions that will fuel economic growth while ensuring that, when it is no longer possible to live independently,
or when high levels of nursing care and support are required, people can confidently make the transition to
more dependent lifestyles.

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER ACTIVITY
The Health KTN is supporting The Long-Term Care Revolution by delivering a bespoke knowledge
transfer programme. As part of the workshop drive we have broached government departments, public
sector organisations, private sector businesses, condition specific groups, charities and foundations
, academia, the devolved administrations, people who are careers, recipients of long term care and
members of their families.
In order to access both groups a concerted knowledge transfer activity is required for which the KTN
continues to support engagement and development of projects which might address this challenge.
Three briefing workshops aimed to inform, inspire, gain support and involvement, solicit participants views
on what they considered were the key issues using different workshop methods. These workshops were
also used to support the dissemination of previous research into the issue of long term care.
Join the revolution on twitter at #jointherev
We are also encouraging the wider community to engage with us through The Long-Term
Care Revolution Facebook pages www.facebook.com/TheLongtermcarerevolution
Presentations and interviews from the London workshop can be found on youtube;
www.youtube.com/healthktn

10th April, Edinburgh
The workshop on the 10th May was
suppored by the Arts & Humanities
Research Council who designed and
facilitated the ‘Problem Tree’ workshop.
The workshop encouraged the delegates
to tackle existing restraints and
frustrations around current models of
long term care.

Workshop results
Session 1: Problems and issues

l

Set of feelings around care
l
l

A sense of burden and isolation.
Anxieties – guilt, inhertance, family
cohesion.

Beyond institutionalisation
l

Institution versus the individual – how
to develop person-centred.

Knowing the journey

People need to know the path they are
taking.
l That path is also complex and is
currently in transition.
l A third of those aged 75+ have not
given their long term care any thought.
l Need to be resources to people can
think and plan for the future.
l

Technology

Technology offers solutions, but also
problems.
l Some people address the digital realm
– others are less digitally able.
l Information sharing – question how
can be made coherent/meaningful and
concerns about privacy.
l Technology is often developed withou
user input and so dictates, rather is
response / person-centred.
l

What is care?
l

What are the models of care?
Framed around health or social.
Current traditions/models need to be
transformed.

Flexibility and choice

Needs to a greater choice and more
diverse options.
l Those choices need to be accessible.
l Individual needs to know the impact
of the choices they are taking and the
challenges that may arise.
l

Care homes

Could be places that allowed people to
continue aspects of their previous lives
that they appreciated (e.g. walks in the
fresh air).
l Can be different and difficult to
adapt to.
l What is the appropriate role of the
family?
l

Default model in the past is that
people are automatically funnelled
towards care homes without other
options being considered.

Individuals in their homes

Offers greater flexibility.
Technology can improve what’s
possible (e.g connection to others).
l Cost, funding and legal dimensions?
l

Values

Different cultural values (e.g. Japan)
lead to different models of care.
l Labelling of elderly as un-productive
burden.
l Workers, particularly women, currently
exploited within the care system.
l

l

Post-its on elements needed for a
revolution

Cultural change – human centred
approach.
l Holistic community approach,
acknowledging higher proportion of
older people in rural areas.
l Rather than ‘care in the community’,
should have community that cares.
l Change our perceptions of where
care should be delivered – anytime,
anyplace, anywhere.
l Flexibility – mixed services, mixed
markets, mixed ages.
l Urban design – space, technology,
service.
l Expand caring abilities.
l Get positive examples of care in the
media.
l Anticipatory care planning (GP
connect)
l Care co-ops and other new business
models.
l Social enterprises. Using skills and
knowledges of their members.
l Networking with other co-ops /
enterprises.
l Platforms for integration. Collaboration
among various form of caring.
l Support lifestyle/ability Vs Illness
disability.
l What would enable self-organised care.
l Should be an equivlant to parental leave
for carers.
l Recognise and acknowledge ecosystem, including carer family.
l Refresh the language.
l Engagement/education.
l Change societies perceptions of ageing.
l

Need for a shift in societal attitudes
towards long-term care
l Professionalisation of care removes
non-professionals/communities from
picture.
l Current model of care is three-fold –
young people, carers and workers, with
insufficient connection between each.
l How to break out of administrative
silo’s.

Session 2: Problem Trees

Issues emerging from the problem trees
l Complexity of funding environment.
l Personalised decisions Vs means
testing.
l Perceptions of leaving a debt [to
children/other relatives].
l Older people are not a homogeneous
group.
l Flexibility – spectrum of differences
and environments required. We should
be be careful about labelling. How to
support people in their chosen way
of being (e.g. lifestyle). The idea of
an open system, rather than prepackaged.
l Thinking about rights and choice.
l Care should be in the context of
people’s lives.
l Media – constrains what people
perceive as potential choices.

What is care?

Choice and the market. Is the market
responding to the opportunities
offered in the care sector?
l Inflexibility of large organisations to
new approaches stifles innovation.
l Cash gives choice, but divides society
into the has and has nots.
l There too few narratives of what care
can be.
l Perception of ‘going into’ care as the
beginning of the end [of life].
l

Facilitation and scribing by
Dr Jasber Singh and Dr Tom Wakeford,
Edinburgh University

23rd April, Leeds
The workshop on the 23rd April was
held at the Leeds City Museum and was
supported by the Creative Industries KTN.
They designed and delivered an afternoon
workshop which focused on ‘Personas’ of
three very different older adults.
The audience were asked to put aside
personal attachment, opinion and
experience and tasked with becoming one
of the three personas and discussing the
choices and options that may or may not
be available to them.

Workshop results

19th May, London
The workshop on the 19th May in
London was again supported by the
Creative Industries KTN who this
time used their facilitation experience
to encourage the audience to look
harder at the original personas used in
Leeds, but this time to align the key
influencers and agents of change.
The delegates came up with some
inspiring mind maps which helped
to generate extensive conversation
and will continue to support planning
around the long term care revolution.

Key influencers
Co-workers
Health professionals, nurses
Individual receiving care
Family
Local biz
Third sector
Local councillors
Innovation specialists
Unions
Media
Politicians
General public (key)
Future service users
Social media
Social anthropologists
Technology developers
Advocacy groups
Young people – caring or paying into
pensions
Space science
Health economists
Healthcare informatics
Lobbyists
Loss adjusters
Community development
CCGs
Housing
Makers of the dark fibres
The answer is robots

Crowd wisdom and shared vision
Cultural change and demographics
Hearts and minds
The environment
Research into health and ageing
The TSB
Our voice in this room – advocacy, but we
don’t know what we don’t know

Agents of change
Policy-makers
Politicians
Think tanks
GPs
Industry
Emergency services
Bankers & private equity
Legal
Utility companies
Commissioners – health & social care
The economics
User-led organisations
Cross-party commitment
Viral aspects of social media
Religions
Telecomms
Town planners & architects
Entrepreneurs
Educational establishments
A holistic perspective
Thought leaders from different sectors

Core curriculum
Monitors, assessors
Look to 3rd world
Who is going to stop it?
Anyone with a vested interest or who will
lose
Care homes, local authorities,
commissioners
Family members, Individual,
Third sector
Politicians
Local councillors
Media
Unions
EU
Outsourcers
Technologists
Perceptions of the NHS
DCLG
Money
Culture
Health insurers
Youth advocacy groups
How can we change those who are going
to lose to come round
Pharmas
Procureres
Private providers
Traditional thinking
BDA/ RCN
The TSB – need another agency

WOR K S HOP P OWERP O INT EX A MP L ES

CARE REVOLUTION

Opportunities that address the institutional model
l Return the control to the individual

l Integration of public & health care

l Develop age friendly communities

l Re-enabling family care

l Technology needs to be a large part

l Possibility to make a contribution

l Stay part of many communities
l Look at repurposing public buildings
l Loose institutinalism, keep

collective living

l Mobile tech for empowerment of

the individual

l Education for family learning
l Legistlation that people do the right

thing

l Mix of young and old in a mixed

living environment

l Clubbing together on care – design

of new type of living spaces

that can help

l Cultural change through education

– family caring package, make a
plan for old age

l Need choice of the environment

you live in

l Use technology to reduce costs
l Improve care homes, rather than

dismantle

as well as receive support through a
timebank, communities with shared
purpose and shared interests

l Adapt what we have already,

personalise it, offer options

l Learn what is good
l From a school age, learn what enables

continuity of life and what institutions
do well

l Education of care options
l Public information campaigns
l People come before technology

and we need to enable choice and
support living as independently as
possible

The Technology Strategy Board and the Health KTN would like to express their thanks for the
organisations who supported the three briefing workshops, and to all the people who attended them.
Thanks to Simon Cooper & Gareth Browning, Department of Economy, Science and Transport, Welsh
Government for hosting the wales briefing session on 29th May.

